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SC4E FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS ON RADIATION DOSAGE TO SHEEP FROM

FALL-OUT DURING THE SPRING 1953 NUCLSAR WEAPONS TESTS
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Caleulatics of radiatio dosage tothe thyroids of sheep ingest-

ing falleout have been made alsewhere (1). It was thera concluded

that these doses were not Llarrs enon to account for deaths amonz

the animals. It is centended here that althouth the activity found

in the thyroid serves as an index of total radiation exposure, tha

thyroid dose is but mea of several possible types of internal irradi-

ation which will occur when inzestim of mixed fission products has

taken clace. Ths most important of thes3 appears to te the dose to

the bone marrow fren long lived isctopes with 3low biological turnover.

This effsct has zensrally bien ocmsidersd to be chronic in character,

but it appears possible that "short term" effects may also occur if

th3 concentrations are gu:ficiently high and tho emitters are of

moderat ly Long half life. Stronz evidences of bens mavrow damage hs

been fomd in sgauples taken froam the skeletcns of several of these

animals and subjected to histopatholotical examination (2). This

accenpanies the avidence of thyroid and other damage also observed,

and is undcubtedly of sreat:r importance than the latter tothe survival

and wall veing of tha animal. These observations and the calculatims

presented here constitute rather stron arguments Tor the conclusion

that radiation 2ffects played an important [role inyehp,decnesesdvs
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mortality cbserved amonr the aninals.
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The calculations are based on the only availa.le axperimental data:

a) the camcentrations of activity measured in the thyroids same weeks

after the fall-outs, and b) the dose rates in air as measured in the

fall-out areas at ths time the fall-outs occurred. The mly additimal

assumptions are: a) that the fissio sroauct mixture contained the same

relative proportions of several radioactive nuclides as are calcalated

by Hunter and Ballou (3), and b) that the animals ate 2CO0O gm dry

vegetation per day and remaincd in a fall-out arca for about 30 days.

(Tha latter assumption e-n bo relaxed sauewhat and shorter exposure

times be assumed; it can still bs sham that the given thyrcid activities

imply high concentraticns of activity in the bone ovur a considerable

period). In addition tc the bme marrow acti-ity calculations, rouzh

estimates are made of a) the total dose tc the intestinal wall fra@

the fission products as a whole which pass throu:ii, and b) local ax-

tornal beta doses fronfission proljucts clin;ing tc the body surface.

In casputing the doses, the figures for thyroid activity aud dose

rates on the round ziven in reference (1) are used. Comparable *i-sures

ar: later given for the sazoles massur:d in this laboratory, whien nad

lower activities throughout. © nes thess latter snimais showed dziinite

pathology, the hisher activities :iven in refer nee (1) sncuic al-_ost

certainly indicata similar effects in those animals,

The dosu tc the thyrcid for the Shot 9 case, where the final tir~

roid activity was measur:d m 3 July, will first be recalculated,

using the Hunter - Ballou «> gression for the activity ar zi31,
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This also yields a figure for initial uptake of fission products as a

whole, which permits the calculations of uptake to the bone of several

isopopes of Sr, Y, Ba and La. These elements probably contribute the

major cortion of activity within the bone. The relation between

initial uptake and concentration of fission produsts per unit area

(estimated from the dose rates seasured in air) then may be used to

extrapolate to Shot 2 case ag was done in reference (1). For the animals

exposed to both Shot 2 ami Shot 9 fall~out, this procedure will yield

total doses and concentrations.

B/ Assumptions

1. Highest measured activity on July 8 was 4e6 x 107 po/sm of 12
in thyroid.

2. Tine of both fall-outs was 2 hours after detenations. Initial

gamma dose rates3 '

20 ar/hr for Shot 9 at 305 hrs

500 mr/hr for Shot 24t 2 hr.

3. The animals ate 2000 om of vegetation per day. Retentions

of the elenents arc as given by Hamilton (4) and are stated in what

follows:

4e Activities of -molides with time, in disintegrations per minute

per 10,000 fiesions, are as given by Hunter ani Ballou (3) and are stated

in the following discussions.

 

as ace X = 0.0855
°

(hs Be) Gey,a ahd

= 0.046) 12)

a, Sad 0-506 (728) (050k 25 on 15 Junse
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Let a(t) = Activity yl, d/m per 10,000 fissions.

A(t) = Total activity of fission preducts, d/m per 10,000 fissions.

Total activity of fission products in the area, po/ft-S ~
~ ct N
w a

Activity P31 an the area, uofft”fF c
e

N
a
”

a

2
q s Arca, in ft /day, grazed by sheep

p@ Fraction pl caten which goes to thyroid.

If th. fission products in thc area are not disproportionated,

u(t) uy(t)
a

A(t) Akt)

andi thus the amount of I" per day going to the thyroid of the sheep is

Q(t) = pquzlt). 2s weer ee cccvce (1)

Then the change in the thyroid activity per day is given by

a = pau(t) (t)-w  @ecweecevee

=

(2)

aay
Where A, = total biclogical and radioactive deaay constant for pu

a = amount of DP (5) in thyroid at

any time t (days)

Also, from H. M Parker, ref (5)

D = 55Ga cecccceccccocce (3)

Where D = dose rate, rep/day, to organs the dot denoting the time derivative

of D.

Let:
m= mass of organ, gn

E = average energy of beta radiation, Mev

(all raddatdon assumed absorbed in the tissue).
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a
Thus from (2) ami (3),

D+ eypd = 55H pqultay(t) oeseaoeveveewe 6 (4)

m A(t)

Equations (2) and (4), when solved, give the activity of the tissue at any

tine and the total dose received.

From ref (3), A(t) is of the forn

y(t) = Ket - xe At eeecevteeneos (5)

with
k 7 0.0205 ky = 0.00359 & = time after fission, days

A, = 0.0855 , = 0.554

The first term in the above ie due to the radioactive decay of T", while

the second term - and a third term whieh was neglected since it is small

after 3 hours - allow for the contributions from ether decay chains to

the D4 actavity. (The second term also falls to a negligible amount

by 4 days, but is ineluted).

A(t) 4s of the form A(t) = kt”

Where k « 6170, n = 1,12 fort .&hre (Ne B. Ballon).

n

Sinse an initial uptake is to be determined, a time t, = 305 bre is taken,

at which both u(t) and A¢t) are known. Then, letting E = 0.20 Mev. m = 12 mm,

he may define a quantity Ry © aaylt) eoceoveevvuevnseennseveeve (6)

n , t) «9 R > a a a a a2And the rateof faleof R(t) BA,(t) (7)

Also, ky = SB «1

and letting Ar ¢ b = 2d, as in ref (1), there results for equation (2)

TOS ARCHIVES



a+ tas Ry(ke? - ke*2")

with @ solutdon

as‘a [sAt one]=, [*ofAy-Ay) tye o*). « (8)

svnen ax Ou ety nt te veto

with a solution .

Ds aise [= » oAyl2t-ty) al (9)

+ Bota [ayerh _ (2a,-ApJe“hh ~A,e~,(t-t) -A3t,a)

having chosen D =D, D = Oat t = ty.

(For long t and small d the constant t, may be set = 0)

Substituting the values shosen into equatden (8), there reeults with

t = 27 days as in reforence (1) and t, = 0.15 day,

39 = Bf 0.0205 (0.0874) - 9.37 x 107 (9.0 x 10))
910,0855

R, = 166 pefday per d/nt™ per 10% rtssione,

or y(t) = 186(0.0169) = ek r41lay initdallye

While

Delo  , (0401) + 06668 (0.347) = 209 + 6 = 220rep. in 27 days
#31 x 10> 0203

if t, 0 and t, =O, there results

& @ 261(1 # 0-0) - 18.4(0 - 0 + 0.383) = 261 + 7 & rem to om.

Formulas (7) and (&) may thus be simplified by neglecting the smaller

exponential terns, tut letting t = co results in about 20 per cent too

 

6
Pao. = a mem in
oy  
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high a dsse entiante. I is sem thad 6 sxmmbet lower initial upteke

figure results from these calsulations, but the total dose f6 about the

  
De are Sem Ya ar Tae Te eer mn

If ore calculates froa the initial wtake a value for initial oo-

centration ef aetivity in the aren, & diserepmney appears in conparing

4% with the initial dome rete meanured in afr. This leads to diffcrences

in the estimate ef uptake ant domage for the\thet 2 ease.
Feea equation (6),

u(t) @ By ate)
Pq

Por +, = 345 br, wft,) = ME) gretal & 900 pa/rt”
Which is the total activityof the fiseiéa predusts at tine t,, assucing

that the aren grazed, ¢ « 2) ft7fisy.
Or arrived at in another way, |

az(t,) o B,{t,) = 0697 paftr™ at pt.
| ) | a |

Since st 3.5 te. Fey ” O.0012 of the total fasion prodvet:iactivity,

w(t,) = 0677/0001 = 700 mitt”,
Tm, if the final sorcentration in the Ugreid was as wasurel, this

eoncentyntion of tetal fission profoste on the ground 4s Suplted.
Using the relation given in ref (1),4 . ,

39 * Khair, yo
products per af”, for

whence 6 © 8.7 in the relation (ojith*) « 6 (mr/ts)

Thus 0 dose rate in air is iuplied of BY « a m/ur,

or a factor of 4 greater than that ncasurel . If ene accepts the only

* iy
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other measured quantity, that of the dose rate, as about 20 mr/hr, a

better value for either p or q must be chosen. Since p, the fraction

retained, seems a conservative estimate at 0.2 amd is a fairly well

known quantity, one can accept it and see what value of q would lead to

the value of u(t,) implied by the measured air dose rate, which is

ult,) © 20(867) = 170p0/tt?

Then

a= Blt) 2 3, = a2 tt7/aaypAz(4;) 042(170)(0s0011)
or a faster of about 4 ag noted.

It is evident that when this is applied te the Shot 2 case, where only

the dose rate in air at 3.5 hr is known, this increase in area covered

will fnerease the dose estimate by the same factor. The figure of 2 ft”/day

seems more reasonable than that of 20 tt/aay. If one keepe the assumption

of 2000 gm total vegetation eaten per day by the sheep, this implies that the

area contained about 25 gn/ft” of edible dry vegetation, Alternatively, the

animal could well have eaten more than 2000 gm per day. It might of course

be suggested that only a fraction of the f4ssion products present on each

square foot of sof] was actually ingested, in which case the total ground

covered would be necessarily greater. In any case, it is the product of

such a fraction and such an area which is importants it is only necessary

to assume thia “effective” area to be constant from day to day in both

localities. This is probably not bad, sinee whether the same amount of

-8-
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vegetation is eaten in a small area or over a large one, the quantity of

 

fission produsts ingested is proportional to the area of plant surface

eaten rather than the groundevered, as long as the deposition was

similar and the animals ate in the same mamer. One might assume this

for a sheep.

For humans, an effective (biological + radioactive) half life of

6 days is observeds thus the biological half life is scmewhat more than

simmly equal to the radioactive halflife as is here asaumed. Thus

 

608X757 = ad
Set,

If this applies here, both a lower initial uptake and lower total

dose are implied by a given activity measured in the thyroid. The thyroid

dose calculated here imy thus be a generous estimate, On the other hand,

a lower uptake figure would put the figure of grasing and retention rate

assumed still further in disagreement with the figure for ground consentre-

tion based on the dose rates measured in the area.

Using the values of air dose rate ami q which have been discussed,

one may estimate the dose to the sheep from Shot 2 az was done in ref (1).

Here the dose rate at 2 hrs was 500 mr/hr. At 3.5 hours, this is

then

ey
With n= 1.2, this oguals 260 mrfhr, and u(t,) © 87(260) = 2300 pe/tt”

~9- ae,

noe ARCHIVES

as in ref (1). Then



 

Oe2)( 82 , hr
B, =fea 2,5 x 107 at 365;" ant

R(t) = 265 x 19°(0,0169) = 42p0T4fapy initial uptake

Then from equation 3

2528 (00987) - 2601 (02352) = 3.48 x 10° +87 & repDe (Sta? és ae
din approximately 100 days.

As a check, let us see how much of this rather high concentration of

activity would remain by t = 106d (March 24 - dune 15).

Qe 25210 0,0205(1 x10") - 0 9 0.06 pe in total
0.0855

For a 11 gm thyroid, this 1s approxiuately 5.5 x 107? e/g, or

about 5efx? (2,22010/) = 1e2x10” counts per minute. For an average

40% efficient scintillation counter with well, about 5000 opm would be

present due to thia first doge, at the time of counting. Sinee this is

0.06 yo out of a total of 0.506, ahout 11% of the activity counted would

be due to the Ghot 2 exposure. This would reduce hy 11% the estimates of

i, for Shot 9, hence also the value of q ami thus those of R, ani D for

Shot 2. A dose of about 3200 rep might then be mre accurate. However,

it should be noted that on the “high spot" hypothesis the total dose from

shot 2 might be much less as pointed out in ref(1), also that irregular

distribution of activity in the thyroid might alter the dose estinates

based on it. In the other direction, p may be dloser te 0,30 than 0.2,

ard hence more retention and higher dosages would have cecurred.

-20- Sy
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Ee Thyroid doses from other isotopes of iedine, The dosages due to the

other short lived isotopes of I my now be estimated, I> ani 1) are

of interest as pointed out in ref (1); in addition, it 4s evident that

13? 45 very important and cannot be neglected. One term of the ref (3)

expressions ie here used, except in the case of T°,

Ds snot 9¢ B © 0645 Mev K, = 04269 Ky © 2.25 A, = 02792 por day

 

D = 2 aes , 0 (900792(0215) 9000792(5h)_5-00792(,,7))

(0.89) (0) (0)

D « © pen

Shot 23

 

De 2 0°(8) = 12.4(80) «225% (0) (8) 1200

r3>, het 98 k, = O698Lja, = 2649
Ky, © 15;Eev) = 0.3 Mev

De LeS(OSUO,9G1)(-06374 y= 35rep
ah 2649 ° +00 ——

0.688

shot 23

D = 1304(25) = 200 rep

 

T3?, Here the half life of T°” itself is short, 2.4 hr, but it is the

132 32
daughter product of Te whish has a 77 br half life. Hence is

present in the fission products for several days ani contributes a con-

siderable dose. It will be assumed that the I" has decayed through one

half life by the time it reaches the thyroid, i.e., that the time of transport

a ques
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of an 1? atom trom intestinal tract to thyroid is 2.4 hrs. To allow for

both the above cireumstances, one mush use two exponentials in the expression

for A,(t) given in ref. (3) and sultaply Aj(t) by 4 in equation 2, Again

using equation 3 with these modifications, (with A(r + b) = Ay # A, here

and not 2n,)

E = 0.7 lev K = 0,058 4° 0.216 A, * 060855
. 1 as before

K, 0 365 Ky m 0.0416 ho * 6693

ty « O.15d to m 270

For Shot 9:

De 3y(106}0.058L-04216(0415)
2(0.216)(0.302)(e #0 - 0)

186)(0.0 ~6693(0.15) -
+epee fe -0 +0)

= 280 - 2 = rep

For Shot 2:

D = 13.4(260) = 3700

These latter dosages all occur within short tines, of the order of a week

or leas, ard leave no ed idence in the form of lingering activity. We can

only estimate them on the basis of the relative amounts of the various

isotopes in the fission products present at any time. Again, an error of

113 may also be present due to lingering Shot 2 ysl activity in the samples,

-12- as
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and a factor of verhans one half might be necessary to allow for high

spots.

The dose estimates in parts C & D are based on contimous ingestion

of 1) over the entire period. If ingestion ceased after about 30 days,
but the D9? remained in the thyroid, the dose would be amaller; an

estinate only will be made here of another factor of about 8/9. However,

4t must be euphasized that the dose from the [~”, which ia as large as

the total r", dose, 4s received within the spase of several half lives

of Te”, or about 9 days, while that dus to PY? 45 recedved during about

3 days ant tron 195 4n approximately 1 day. These exposures have
been enlculated asmiing they cormenced at 3.5 hrz it ds of izportance

din calculating the uptakes of short lived merlides to fix this tine.

It is evident that the totals sould have been as high as 9,000 rep, and

probably exceeded 4,500, This is still conservative, considering the

thyroid damage observed in the samples.

Fe Activit the

The irradiation of the bone marrow may be estirated utilizing the

uptakes of total fisaion products calculated in C and D. The isotopes

Srey, Sr9O, Sr9l, Y9O, Yl, Bal4O and Lal4O will be considered here.

Rather than total doses or dose rates, concentrations in gc for the whole

aninal will be estimated, as it is felt that these figures are more sasily

interpreted. The data on uptake and retentdongiven by Hamilton (/)

will be used as a basis for evaluating their relative importance. Data

on radioactive decay and chain relationships are from ref (3).

TC" ARGHIVES
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de wi e

Aa(t) 0.00186CPS (4 an days)

Poe © 0003 to 0.409 Yel will be used here.

This is felt to be a conservative ostimie.

Here p is the product of Hamiltonts “oral absorpidon"™ and “eccuntlation

dn prineinpal organ.”

Biological half life > 200 days. Thus the value 4, = 9662 © 30h? x 10°

will be used here.

Shot 9:

The concentration in the bone is given by equation (6) modified for the

case A, © X and with k, «0. In this case, Hy + 196 Tae = 106 04} = 93.
t e

Let t, © 0 and t © 27d.

1gn (97003227)_~(04023110.00347)(27)

#112 §0.70-1.639) « G20 on 19 dune

This is still. building up én this date.

Shot 23

t = 27 days

a= 69 x 255 10" 130h(669) = 92up

The uptake of Sr for theShot 2 case has been estimated from the Shot 9

ease asmuning the values of © q ani theAtfsa to be the same as for Shot 9.

Sinee the ingestion of the figaion produets probebly did not last longer

thhn 30 days, the times have been kept at 27 days as well. Thus the Shot 9

yesults need only be multiplied by 2) e
Ro“ a

~1,-
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2. sr”, A, 7 7049 x 1077 day he @ 30h] x 10°gay?

K=269x10° pweOcl0 Ro = 18

 

Shot 91 99(2069 19-7
a* “Gh?a (0.0913) = 0,066

Shot. 23

a = 13.4 (0.066) = 0,S8ue at 27 days.

The uptake of Sr” is negligible in comparison with that of sr°’,

3. sr, A, 21.713 A, 3047x109 ew 0,652

Here t, « 0.146 day, since this is a short lived nuclide.

ae 23(Ge6e1)3 (eteM3t_, “1cTA3t-0,00347(t-t,)

The buildup of sr’ reaches a peak and then falls off within several

dayst

Shot 9:

ts 0.3d id ad

at Satu Salma Sau
For the Shot 2 caset

tz O.5d ld ad

as 1200 130ue hous

Tt 48 seen that a considerable concentration of Sr’ exists for 2 or

3 days, which shortly disappears. In its place, however, the daughter

_ product YOl remains, as will be seen in the next calculation.

Seeeeae ak



aes

be YO, a, = 7059 210? day? Ay = 06255 day?
Q 3 -5a, = 23 nr. 2107 iu, = 267210

Since exoretion is greater than 500 days half life, it my be neglected

for the tines here involved. Then

a= pot,(oy-6A2*y

ani for the sane tines as before, for Shot 9,

a = 20083 196 (2667 x 107) (~308 # 271)

= 1.7 x20" ya in 27 dayse Negligible for both shote.
This ta the uptake of Y° fram outsides But in addition the or,

which ia about 65 tines as strongly concentrated in the bone, liberates

Y”" there as zentioned. ‘The deposition comurs within the first few days.

Yeglecting axeretdon, the concentration af Y* due to this process 4s
given byt

5. 2,

a “Aa! “Aya

ahere

aret (ohtoth, * At + Aah)
Which results in

td sale - papa Ordte
-(A, @ Ant @ A,

+

9h

Alt

+Ah,

eoeceeeoeesresesccec sll0)

At ym Ay J
For a 21.713 ky ® 06651

dy = 3eb7 2107 Bo 93
Ay = Oothze tines as before

 



“

~ js

Shot 9:

146713 93(0.651) x 107) “0.577
a 3047 x 10" eit 0-040

If
Shot 2%

a = 20(33/4) = 270un by 4 days

(This might be reduced by a factor of 2 if one Sr’* half life (97 hr) has
passed before deposition within the bone has occurred, However, deposition is
probably more rapid than this.

be pat, Using equation &, with

 

-2
Ay * Sehl x 10 R,°%

hy © 00693 = 1.39 x 10° k, = 0.0229
50

Shot 9:

a « 73(0.0229) (0,232 - 0.159)
1239 zx 10~

= il oe

Shot 23

a= 11(1304) = 150 in 27 da

te tlt, A situation analogous to that of Y7) oceurs hers. Only a

enali. amount of Le seine pe expected to enter fromthe gut, but there

also existe the buildup from the decay of ba“? once within the bone. It

may be calaulated in the sane wafy as was the concentration of 1”, using

equation (10) with

= Sehl x10 BR, = 00229

a, 21.39 =x 10°" Roo 93

43°“ Oohl6 Tines as before ay

.. _
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Then
a = $42 (93) (0.0229)-—

= 105 at 27 days (Shot 9)

And for Shot 2:

a@s1e5 (13.4) = Dye at 27 days.

 

The total dose to theAntestinal wall froa the beta radiation of the

fission products as a whole my also be estimated. As a rough approximtion

the intestine may be regarded as a cylinder of one centineter radius ari

10 ustor length, filled with a honogensous mixture of fission products
ard water. Using the estimsted value of EZ, for fission produste during

various tine intervals after burst, the value af 4 may be estimated for

water during these times as follows:

a of
P m

where 4 = Linear absorption eoeffinient, am>

P w= density, gufent (for water P = 1)

d§ ~ halfwintensity thickness of -uaterial, gnfon'’.

The quantity 4, is umually about one eighth of the range of 2 beta spectrum.

Ag a first approximation, then, one may ealovlate a/P from the Feather range =

erergy relation:

0.5438,~06160 (gnfen*)

wen = (00699) eo eee ere c cence sone eee ss of(il)

0.543000160

~L&-
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As a check, one may ostimate a half thickness value for a given energy spectrun

from the absorption curve in Al. (See Table). Using the Feather Value, it is

seen that for d = 1 om, the value of pd for these intervals exceeds 6 and the

cylinder behaves like an infinite slab with respect to self absorption, for

which ( ref. 6 ): Te Ap(/bpe sees eee ce eee ec ecco se (12)

If one takes all the betas to be absorbed within a 3mm shell of intestinal

mucosa whose density is about 1 gn/cmJ, the total mass of irradiated wall will

be 69017 ga. The total area will be a = 2nrl = 2000 cm’, and the total flux will

be Ia, or

Qa Ia = 20001S2iqit)2an't) 2 21% Ag(t) betas/seo x 3,7 x 10+ .PB
kp 2000

all of which is absorbed in ths tissue. Hence equation (3) will apply. Thus

Bo552_ aw ap(t) = 107 = ap(t) rep/day. sce ce ec ccee (13)

6907 Bp BR.
©

Where Eis in Mey, pin cat, aq(t) in po/tt? .

Since it has been assumed that the sheep turns over 2000 gn/day, this

amount is always in the intestine, with ite activity falling off as A(t) = Ar,

Then the total dose is

Ds LZap tpt] Etdt... ee ee eee cee ew we (A)
pe ‘4)

The integral will be divided into three periods over which n, Es and thus p,

are taken as constant to a first appraximation. Then for the shot 2 case, where

t, = 0.15 day and At, = 2300 po/ft”,
ny ( pith t4)3

tD = 147 (2300) 2, °° =PE
i=l Pa a- 2)

cee eee ve (15)

-19-
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For the periods under consideration, (ref.7)

4 ¢ t ny E E dy(abe) dy(Feather) Ps
n i

1 O.15d ld 1.12 1.9 Mev 0.75 Mev 0.10 gm/em 0.11 gm/em™ 6.4 om™)

5

2 1 4 1.25 1.2 O44 0.05 0.06 iL

3 4 30 0.98 0.85 0.29 0.03 0.04 18

Thus the total dose in 30 days, D, is

D = 1.7 (2300) (0.030 + 0.047 # 0.133)

s 820rep for shot 2, and 620/13.4 2 60repfor shot 9.
 

It is of interest to note that 120 rep of the shot 2 dose occurs in the first

day, 180 rep between first and fourth day, and the remaining 520 rep in the

following 26 days out of 30, and similarly for shot 9. This of course cannot

be considered as more than an order of magnitude calculation in view of the

assumptions, but 1t does illustrate that a rather significant degree of damage

could oceur in this radiosensitive area.

HeExternalbetadoses. Several cases were reported (8) of animals

with activity deposited on head, abdomen, etc. If one assumes that this de-

posit results from contact with the ground, particularly around the mouth and

head, one can calculate an extreme case for external beta exposure from this

material by assuming that the material was deposited at the beginning of the

exposure and remained throughout it. In addition, an external beta exposure

to the head from the ground itself can be estimated.

For the first case an & July dose rate reading of 50 mr beta on the head

of an animal is taken from ref. 7. This is the highest of the group of read-

ings given,

1.2

e e e e a « 2 ° e e « e e e e ® e (16)
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Let Dy, = 0.05 rep/br t, = 26d t, 2 0.154

. 1.2
then DE 2 0.05 (a8) 2 25 rep/hr (beta)

. 1.2 “0.2, “0.2and Ds Sg, ty (tty)

= 5(25) (0.098) (24) (0.96)

=280 rep.

If a comparable deposit had occurred on shot 2 where the level of contamination

  

was higher, one might estimate a dose of280 (13.4) s 3800 rep for a similar

body area. |

From the ground itself one oan make a similar guess; here one uses the shot

9 figure of 20 mr gamma at 3.5 hr after burst as a beginning. Estimates of the

ratio of ionization from beta radiation to that of gamma in fall-out fields

range from about 20 to 14031, at the contaminated surface (ref.9). Using the

sane time interval and a dose rate initially of Dy (0.020) 20 = 0.40 rep/hr

beta, then D =280 (0.40)/2.5 = 4.5 rep beta

While if the ratio was 140:1, De, =z 85 (0.020) 140 = 2.8 rep/hr beta

and D #280 x (2.8)/2.5 = 32 rep beta

for shot 9, with a comparable exposure after shot 2 of

Da» 60 ~ 430 rep bata.

 

Such doses probably would be only to areas around the mouth, and would of

course be in the superficial tissues of the skin.

Some figures for the

 

131 octivities in sheep thyroid samples counted in this Laboratory (10) and

the corresponding dose estimates made on the basis of parts A to H will be

finally listed. They are lower in all cases than the doses calculated in

parts A to H,

Py nee
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Bullock #1

0.550 gm sample. 29,100 cpm on 19 June 40% eff. counter

Activity in thyroid on 19 June, 0.06 po/gn

Activity in ll ga thyroid at death, 1.0 pee

If exposure occurred at shot 9, the rate of intake of re at 3.5 hrs was:

R (t) = 186 x q8 (0.017) # 0.81 pe per day.

Dose to the thyroid from shot 9 1271, Des 4g (203) = 52 rep

Similarly,

Corry #5. Shot 9 1131; p = 52 x 38300 = 69 rep
29100

Bullock #3. Shot 9 I71; pw» 52x392 2 34 rep
291

Webster #3, shot 911; 252x999 = 21 rep
291

Three cther animals with lower activities were listed.

If one assumes that these animals ingested and retained the other iso-

topes in the same proportions as calculated for the Hiko - Cedar City animals,

one may estimate total thyroid doses, bone concentration of other isotopes,

fission product beta dose to the gut wall and external exposure. This would

apply to Shot 9 which is assumed to have produced all the activity detected

in the thyroids. These results together with the total for the Hiko - Cedar

City animals are summed up below, If the animals whose samples were counted

here also received another exposure from an earlier shot or if these qi31

activities themselves resulted from an earlier shot it would materially in-

erease the dose estimates. It 1s not known whether this occurred, but the

condition of the tissues observed here seems to imply higher doses and con-

centrations than would have resulted from Shot 9 alone. If a Shot 2 - Shot 9

exposure occurred with a ratio of fall-out intensity similar to that for the

22- es
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Hiko = Cedar City case, than the doses would all be increased by about a factor

of 10, as is seen in the first sections of this discussion. If such was the

case, bone samples of the animals would so indicate by the activity of sro?

and Y91, which would still be present and would yield values higher than be-

low indicated when extrapolated back to time of exposure.

determination appears impossible at this time.

Total I; Thyroid

sr°?,; Bone

sr?

Sr?

yt

Balt?

Lal40

Gut Wall

Mouth, External

Bullock
#1

150 rep

1.8 pe

0.02

204

5el

208

Od

15 rep

l1- 8 rep

Corry

#5

200 rep

2.4 pic

0.03

302

6.7

37

0.5

20 rep

lel

23

Bullock
#3

100 rep

1.2 pe

0.01

1.6

34

1.8

0.3

10 rep

0.7 = 5

However, such a

Webster

#3

60 rep

0.7 pe

0.01

1.0

2e1

1.1

0.2

6 rep

0.4 = 3
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1, Using the data from ref. 1, an estimation of several additional

doses to the Hiko = Cedar City sheap exposed to fall-out from both Shot 2

and Shot 9 is made. It is contended here that the thyroid dose was higher

than ref, 1 indicated, and that total loads of other isotopes in the bone

were of even greater importance than the thyroid dose, Some irradiation

of the gut appears possible as well as local, moderately strong external

doses to mouth and head.

a. Total thyroid beta dose from both exposures was estimated

at 4530 to 9000 rep (4 isotopes of iodine).

b. Maximum conesntraticns in the bone were estimated, at times

indleated, of:

sr°? (534 half life) 99 pc 27 day levels, both shots

sr” 25 yr 1 pie 27 day levels, both shots

sr” 9,7 hr half life 140 po 1 day level n

yt 61 day 290 pe 4, day level "

Bal4? 13 day 160jue 27 day level ”

tal49 40 br 22 pe 27 day level u

c. Total beta dose to mucosa of small intestine from fission

products as a whole on the order of 10° TED.

ad. Local dose around mouth and head as high as 10? rep from cling=

ing material: as high as 10% = 10? rep from the ground.

e. Total external gamma dose negligible.

2- On the basis of data from thyroid sample counting done in this

Laboratory, similar doses to several animals exposed in other areas are cal-

culated. This is done assuming the activity in the thyroid on the date of

4 EE
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counting was all due to Shot 9, All results are of the order of one-sixtieth

of the above. No reasonable astimate of exposure due to any other shot can

be made unless further information is available on these animals.

Alternatively, the attivity in the thyroid could have been due to an

exposure from an earlier shot. This appears more likely than a Shot 9 expo-

sure, given the observed pathology in the thyroid and bone marrow of these

animals. For example, a continual ingestion from Shot 2 until death of the

animals on 14 June (with no exposure from other shots), would imply an ini-

tial ingestion rate of about 400 pe/day. This would be consistent with all

the above assumptions if the sheep hed been in a fall-out area where the

gamma dose rate at 3.5 hrs had been about 2 r/nr. Under these conditions:

a. Total thyroid dose would have been about 32000 rep from 1%

alone and as high as 90000 rep from all I isotopes.

b. Concentrations in tho bone might have reached 2.5 mo of 1,

880pe of gr59 ete. for the total animal -- a factor of 9 higher than those

calculated for the Hike - Cedar City case, and a factor of about 540 higher

than the assumption of a Shot 9 exposure to these other animals indicates.

ce Gut doses of about 10% rep beta might have occurred as well.

These two extremes provide a measure of the range of possible doses.

It appears likely that an exnosure did oecur earlier than Shot 9, but pro-

bably not as early as Shot 2,

3 It can be concluded that radiation damage occurred with the above

doses, although perhaps not in sufficient degree to be a prime cause of

death. However, the animals were probably weakened enough to succumb to

other causes which would not have been lethal in themselves, and newborn

25°
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animals were almost certainly harmed by both their own and their mother's

exposures, which would account for the increased mortality of young lambs

ebserved. The data is scanty and the estimates admittedly rough, but this

conclusion seems reasonable. It is felt that these exposures constitute a

clear example of the internal hazard from fission product fall-outs in which

protracted inzestion of the material mey take place. Although this hazard

is of course maxinized for a grazing animal, tha relevance of these expo=

sures to such human problems as water supply and crop contamination should

not. be overlooked.

OM
G. A. SONDHAUS
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